
INT. APARTMENT - BEDROOM

The viewers see the protagonist, Kevin (late 20’s), grabbing 
messenger bag. He is on the phone talking to his female 
friend.

KEVIN
Baby, that sounds like fun, but you 
know I’ve gotta work tonight.

Kevin grabs his keys and wallet.

KEVIN (CONT’D)
You have fun tonight, but not too 
much. I love you, too. Bye.

He hangs up the phone and heads out of his bedroom door. The 
camera reveals a mysterious entity in the room as he exits.

INT. APARTMENT - LIVING AREA

He heads towards the front door and stops as he feels a 
strange presence behind him.

The strange entity appears in the dimly-lit room. 

ENTITY
Oh, Kevin. Kevin, be careful. 

KEVIN
Mike? Steven? You guys play too 
much.

Kevin hears nothing and looks back to see nothing behind him.

KEVIN (V.O.)
Man, these late shifts are starting 
to get to me.

Kevin unlocks the door and exits the apartment.

EXT. APARTMENT - BREEZEWAY

Kevin enters the breezeway and locks the door.

The mysterious stalker spies on Kevin around the corner 
before following him.

Kevin feels uneasy and stops in his tracks.

ENTITY
Kevin, I’m watching you.



KEVIN
If it’s money, you want, I have 
some in my wallet. You can have it.

Kevin looks behind him.

The entity disappears before reappearing again.

Kevin starts walking down the stairs. The entity begins 
following Kevin again.

Kevin picks up his pace with the entity following suit. Soon, 
Kevin races down the stair with the entity in pursuit.

ENTITY
Why are you running? I just wanna 
talk.

KEVIN
We have nothing to talk about! 
Please, leave me alone!

Kevin stops at the bottom of the last flight. The entity 
stands at the top. Kevin looks behind him before the entity 
has disappeared.

EXT. PARKING LOT

Kevin stands on the sidewalk before walking through the 
parking lot.

He gets to his car, opens the car with his keys and places 
his bag in the car.

He looks to his side before getting into his car.

INT. KEVIN’S CAR

Kevin places his keys in the ignition and starts the car.

He breathes a sigh of relief as he gets ready to leave.

The entity appears in the passenger seat.

ENTITY
Oh, Kevin, you thought it was over.

KEVIN
What!?

Kevin turns toward the entity. The entity jumps at Kevin and 
attacks him.
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Blood is seen splattering on the driver window.
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